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The Fed rescued markets in 2019! U.S. growth should remain 

healthy, driven by consumers & services

▪ The most important development during 2019 was the dovish

shift by the Fed. After raising rates 9 times over the past few

years, they cut rates 3 times in 2019. Their bias is towards

easing, but future moves will be data dependent. After growing

3.1% in Q1, the U.S. economy slowed towards its trend rate of

around 2%. Estimates for Q4 currently sit in the 2-2.2% range.

Growth has slowed since 2018’s tax reform fueled sugar high,

but it still remains very healthy and well ahead of Europe and

Japan.

▪ The U.S. labor market and service sector continue to boost the

economy while corporate spending has generally been held

back by trade uncertainty, slowing manufacturing and the

strong dollar headwind. The December employment report

slightly missed expectations with 145k new jobs created versus

the 160k estimate. The previous two reports were revised

down by a total of 14k jobs and the unemployment rate held

steady at 3.5%. Wages grew only 2.9% Y/Y in December, the

first month below 3% since July 2018. The lack of wage

pressure combined with CPI/PCE inflation being within the

Fed’s 2% symmetric target means the Fed has room to be

patient with any future monetary policy action.

Manufacturing recession continues while Boeing is taking a bite 

out of durable goods orders & economic growth

▪ Recent ISM data continue to show that the manufacturing

sector is in a recession while the service sector looks much

healthier. The ISM Non-Manufacturing PMI has trended lower

for most of 2019, but it still sits well above 50. Retail sales

grew 0.2% in November or 3.3% Y/Y. Consumer spending

increased 2.9% during Q3 and the “core” retail sales data show

a similar trend. Consumer spending accounts for two-thirds of

U.S. GDP growth so it will be crucial to see this continue moving

forward. Durable goods orders remained weak in November

with a decline of 2%, led by a collapse in commercial aircraft

orders. Underlying trends have been weak and don’t paint a

particularly rosy picture for business spending in 2020.

Lower rates provide a boost to housing & auto sales

▪ The housing market has picked up over the past few months as

mortgage rates have fallen below 4%. New and existing home

sales should see support in 2020 from low borrowing rates, but

the lack of inventory has pushed up prices. The healthy labor

market should remain supportive of the housing market and

any tick up in inventory will be positive for affordability.

Automakers sold more than 17M vehicles in the U.S. for a 5th

consecutive year in 2019. Analysts expect 16.7M units in

2020.

Hard to get excited about the eurozone & Japan, could the

resilient U.K. outperform with a Brexit resolution?

▪ The eurozone grew a lackluster 0.2% in Q3, consistent with

Q2’s rate and down from 0.4% growth in Q1. This equates to a

1.2% annualized rate, but recent data suggest that growth has

slowed to a rate below 1%. Poland, Hungary and Estonia
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▪ Inflation in China has crept up over the past few months, but it

has largely been the result of the trade war with the U.S. and a

shortage of pork. The headline numbers are a bit deceiving as

Chinese consumers don’t eat much pork and alternatives are

readily available. With inflation generally in check, the PBOC

should have room to pursue further targeted stimulus

measures. At the end of December, the PBOC cut the Reserve

Requirement Ratio (RRR) for the 8th time since early 2018.

The RRR is the amount of cash banks are required to hold as

reserves. The 50 bps cut brought the RRR to 12.5%, and it

freed up approximately $115B in funds for banks to lend. The

RRR cut will help boost investor confidence and support the

economy, which appears to be gradually steadying.

▪ The phase one trade resolution between the U.S. and China is

certainly a positive development for EM sentiment and the

Chinese economy, but sluggish global demand could continue

to impact trade/exports. Additional stimulus could be expected

from the PBOC moving forward to support growth, especially as

they focus on a more consumer driven growth model.

▪ India continues to see downgrades to its GDP growth led by

lingering credit weakness emanating from non-banking

financial companies. These NBFCs are not subject to strict

regulation and many are in the midst of a crippling liquidity

squeeze. Growth projections (5-6%) have fallen towards their

lowest level in the past 10-11 years.

It’s all about earnings stupid!

▪ Corporate earnings across the globe were largely in a recession

during 2019. As a result, all of 2019’s equity market gains

were the result of multiple expansion. Earnings are projected to

rebound in 2020 with the strongest growth coming from

emerging markets and small caps. The S&P 500 is expected to

see earnings growth of 9.6% while the MSCI EAFE should see

growth around 8.5%. With valuations being elevated across

most equity asset classes, earnings growth will be crucial to

support additional 2020 gains.

reported the highest rates of growth while Germany, Italy and

Austria reported the lowest. Household consumption provided

the largest contribution. The unemployment rate in the

eurozone stood at 7.5% in November 2019, its lowest level

since July 2008. The latest Composite PMI reading from the

eurozone showed stagnation at the end of 2019. The

composite PMI was 50.9 in December, up from 50.6 in

November. The divergence between the performances of the

manufacturing and service economies remained noticeable in

December. Growth was focused on the service sector while

manufacturing hit a 7-year low. Importantly, Germany moved

back into expansion territory. This PMI reading suggests GDP

was just 0.1% in Q4.

▪ Japan’s economy grew at an annualized pace of 1.8% in Q3,

well ahead of the initial 0.2% reading. Capital spending and

private consumption were the key drivers of growth and upward

revision. Japan’s government raised the consumption tax on

October 1st and that has historically led to a deep decline in

GDP growth in the following quarter. In anticipation, the

government announced some fiscal spending to support growth

and help with recent Typhoon damage. The last time the

Japanese government raised the sales tax, the economy

contracted 7% the next quarter. Q3 likely saw some front

loading of spending before the October 1 consumption tax

increase. A key question will be how quick the economy can

recover from the recent tax increase.

▪ The U.K. economy grew a better than expected 0.4% Q/Q

(+1.1% Y/Y) in Q3, led by upwardly revised numbers for trade

and household consumption. It appears as if growth slowed

during the final months of 2019, but resolution to Brexit should

lead to improved sentiment by businesses and consumers.

Inflation remains low and the central bank stands ready to

provide additional support. With the Brexit headwind likely

subsiding, the U.K. economy has the potential to outperform in

2020. Most economists still expect only 1% GDP growth.

Improved macro picture & sentiment across most emerging

markets

▪ The IMF expects economic growth in EMs to accelerate from

3.9% in 2019 to 4.6% in 2020. As expected, Asia will be the

largest contributor while Latin America and Eastern Europe will

see slower growth. For 2020, the IMF predicts GDP will grow

7% in India, 6% in China, and 4.9% across the ASEAN 5.

Emerging Europe should grow 2.5% and LatAM is projected to

rise 1.8%. Large accelerations are projected to come from

Brazil, Mexico, and India.

Source: Bloomberg, Japan Economic & Social Research Institute
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